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MBDA reveals a new family of ground combat missiles




High versatility
Designed for interoperability with the French Army’s FELIN and
SCORPION systems
Standardised sub-assemblies for optimised cost and lead time
management

At Eurosatory, MBDA is presenting its medium and long range ground combat missiles
solution aimed at meeting the current and future needs of the French Army.
This global response starts with MMP (Missile Moyenne Portée) which could be
available from the second half of this decade. Portable, easy and rapid to deploy and
operate, MMP can be fired from within confined spaces. It is capable of defeating all
stationary or moving targets from bunkers to tanks equipped with the latest explosive
reactive armour (ERA) at ranges up to 4 km. Thanks to its Sagem (Groupe SAFRAN)developed dual mode seeker (optical and infrared), MMP offers the possibility of
engaging targets in a “fire-and-forget” mode allowing the operator to take cover without
waiting for the missile to reach its goal.
A fibre-optic data link allows for Man-In-The-Loop operation during the missile’s entire
flight up to impact in order to limit the risk of collateral damage and in order to
redesignate the target to the seeker. Combined with a navigation function integrated
within the missile, this data link gives MMP a true NLOS (Non Line Of Sight) capability
as well.
This solution has been conceived to integrate perfectly within an operational and
logistics environment as defined by programmes such as FELIN and SCORPION.
The MMP missile is the first member of a new family of surface combat missiles
featuring the same airframe diameter. It will also share most of its sub-assemblies,
especially with the 8 km range MLP (Missile Longue Portée). From the onset, MMP
will fully benefit from the advances made by MBDA within its GMA (Generic Missile
Architecture) strategy which involves new missile concepts drawing on a reserve of
common sub-assemblies. Systematically employed today by MBDA, this GMA policy
results in significant risk reduction regarding a product’s development and its
associated sub-assemblies as well as a reduction in wider logistics costs for the
customer.

Notes to editors
With industrial facilities in four European countries and within the USA, MBDA has an
annual turnover of €2.6 billion and an order book of €12 billion. With more than 90
armed forces customers in the world, MBDA is a world leader in missiles and missile
systems.
MBDA is the only group capable of designing and producing missiles and missile
systems that correspond to the full range of current and future operational needs of the
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three armed forces (land, sea and air). In total, the group offers a range of 45 missile
systems and countermeasures products already in operational service and more than
15 others currently in development.
MBDA is jointly held by BAE SYSTEMS (37,5%), EADS (37,5%) and FINMECCANICA
(25%).
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